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in the second line reduces to the form HIHX = 2 sin \d
and not H/H1 = sin 6, and this is correct for any value
of 6. When 6 is small this reduces to HIH1 = 8. The
other question, which has been mentioned by Dr.

Robinson, is that of night errors in the air. It looks
as though we were forced to admit that night errors
have never been observed in the air, yet I am perfectly
sure they exist there.

THE AUTHORS' REPLIES TO THE DISCUSSION.

Messrs. T. H. Gill and N. F. S. Hecht (in reply) :
It would seem, from the general remarks made in the
discussion, that the rotating-loop transmitter is put
forward as a possible competitor with the older and
firmly established methods of direction-finding. This,
of course, was not the intention of the paper. The
intention was, rather, to show that for certain purposes
a rotating beacon has very marked advantages over
the other methods. It should therefore find a place
in the general scheme of direction-finding for both
marine and air navigation, its chief utility being in the
domain of air navigation, for reasons which are given
clearly in the paper.

Captain Kennedy-Purvis expresses the opinion that
the system should be given a serious trial. The tests
made so far can only be regarded as preliminary in-
quiries as to the possibilities of the system. Two suit-
ably located beacons would be sufficient to ascertain
the usefulness of wireless rotating beacons. The fact
that the small ship is catered for to the same extent
as the larger craft is certainly a valuable point. When
one studies the actual cost of the rotating-beacon
system one has to compare the cost of the beacon
stations in relation to the cost of special direction-finding
apparatus carried on ships or in aeroplanes. A pair of
beacons suffice for the navigation of any number of
ships within a certain area, whereas a directional set
on a ship only suffices for that one ship, its range extend-
ing from the ship for a certain area.

With reference to Dr. Long's remarks, the use of a
vertical aerial in combination with the loop has been
considered and also tried experimentally. It was not
proceeded with, chiefly on account of the fact that the
zero is defined less sharply with this arrangement than
with the figure-of-eight. The radiation diagram has
the same form in the vicinity of the zero as it has in
the vicinity of the maximum. Another consideration
which has a certain amount of weight is that with
the figure-of-eight two bearings can be taken in one
minute. This is particularly- valuable for aircraft,
owing to their rapidity of movement. When an average
of several bearings has to be taken it is essential that
the bearings be taken as rapidly as possible. Dr.
Long's remarks about the direction-finding station at
Flexicourt are very interesting and tend to confirm
our view of the cause of certain distortions in the Gosport
beacon. As regards the range and number of beacons
which would be required to give a complete service
round our coast, this is a matter which can be settled
only by actual trial. The power of the beacon can
certainly be increased. The sensitivity of the ship's
receiver should also be considered in this connection.
The range of 60 miles mentioned by Dr. Long should
be taken as a conservative estimate.

With regard to Captain Eckersley's remarks, we

also feel very strongly that overcrowding of the ether
should be avoided as much as possible. We would
claim, however, that, far from increasing this over-
crowding, a number of beacons would actually reduce it.
This will be apparent when it is considered that in the
one case there would be a few shore transmitters working
continuously on continuous-wave transmission, instead
of a large number of ships with spark transmitters all
asking for direction-finding assistance. With aircraft
the case is even more in favour of beacons, for it is a
serious matter when an aircraft has to wait its turn for
information as to its position.

We are in agreement with Mr. Wilmotte's reasoning.
The fact remains, however, that over a period of several
years no night errors have been observed when the
observing station has been an aeroplane in flight. The
observers engaged on this work have on many occa-
sions especially looked out for variations of bearings,
but without success. It is hoped to obtain definite
information shortly. The question of accuracy referred
to at the beginning of Mr. Wilmotte's remarks is not
taken as a serious criticism. The important figures are
those given in the " timing " column where the time
is given to 0-1 sec, a special stop-watch being occa-
sionally used in these tests. The readings were trans-
formed into degrees and we must plead guilty of an
oversight in giving more than the significant figures.
Mr. Wilmotte has perhaps failed to note that Table 2 is a
reproduction of results supplied by the National Physical
Laboratory.

In reply to Mr. Boyd, we are of the opinion that the
raising of the wave-length from 707 to 1 000 m does
not introduce serious difficulties. It should be quite
possible to retain and even extend the present useful
range by increasing the dimensions of the loop without
increasing the power supply to any very great extent.

Dr. Smith-Rose's remarks are practically confined
to the question of accuracy of rotation. The tuning-
fork and phonic-motor arrangement at Gosport is
certainly useful at the present stage, but one must look
for a device which will be entirely automatic and capable
of dealing with large variations of supply voltage and
of load. Such a device is not an impossible requirement
at the present day. As Dr. Smith-Rose points out,
accurate speed measurements are difficult to take, owing
to the standards becoming appreciably affected by the
temperature coefficients of steels. We would point out
that the equation on page 243, as given, applies to the
special case where 9 is small. This is clearly stated in
the paper.

Dr.R.L. Smith-Rose and Mr.S.R. Chapman (in
reply) : The discussion has brought forth no direct
criticism of the results of our investigations ; it has
rather tended towards a consideration of the relative
merits of the rotating beacon and the direction-finder
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for marine navigation. As Mr. Davey suggests, the
final decision will probably rest on the economics of
the whole situation ; but we think that this cannot be
fairly considered until the rotating-beacon system has
been given an adequate trial by the various types of
mariner for whom it caters. In considering the economic
side of the question it should be remembered that the
rotating beacon is essentially a democratic institution
in that it caters for all classes of shipping, from the
smallest fishing smack fitted with a wireless set to the
largest transoceanic liner. In attempting to depreciate
the rotating-beacon Mr. Davey has, we think, rather
over-emphasized the existence of permanent error and
the necessity for periodic calibration. It is admitted
that the site at Fort Monckton is quite unsuitable for
a permanent beacon station, since a large land error is
associated therewith ; even so, however, it is mentioned
on page 259 that within the open-sea sector the permanent
error was limited to 1° or 2°, and, as Mr. Boyd points
out, this is negligible for the purpose of most navigators.
We would remind Mr. Davey, moreover, that similar
land errors, although possibly of a lower order, are
obtained in direction-finding, and that it has accordingly
become customary to mark out the " arcs of good bear-
ings " on charts showing the positions of transmitting
stations used by ships' direction-finding sets.

Our experiments on the calibration of the rotating
beacon at Gosport have indicated that the errors are
practically independent of distance over a radius of
from 1 to 50 miles, except where transmission across
the Isle of Wight takes place. The calibration has also
remained sensibly constant over a period of 1 | years.
The divergence of routes in Fig. 2 (page 258) pointed
out by Mr. Davey would be explained by a constant
error in either bearing rather than by a cause of distortion
remote from the station. Exactly what precautions
are necessary at the site of a rotating beacon will not
be known until the opportunity occurs for examining the
performance of a beacon placed on a site very much
superior to that available at Fort Monckton. With
regard to the application of signal minima, we must point
out that these are only observed in the presence of down-
coming waves at night, at distances which are outside
the reliable working range of the beacon. Although
perhaps 10 or 20 stations may be required to give
bearings around the coast, it must be remembered that
these stations will serve thousands of ships, the bulk
of which will probably never be fitted with direction-
finders. The location of any errors at the transmitting
station where they can be under the observation of

experts appears to us to be a decided advantage, as
opposed to the necessity of calibrating each ship's
direction-finder for quadrantal error. This error is
likely to be serious in the case of many small ships, and
there is the added possibility of its alteration with
draught and nature of cargo. The ship direction-
finder, moreover, is limited in accuracy to that of the
ship's compass.

We are interested in Dr. Robinson's remarks on the
early development of the beacon and on the use of the
Adcock aerial system ; and we are in agreement with
his remarks concerning the observation of night errors in
aircraft.

While agreeing with Dr. Long as to the desirability
of obtaining a sense-reading beacon if possible, we
think that the use of the ordinary cardioid diagram circuit
would hardly suit the case, since the flatness of the mini-
mum would seriously decrease the accuracy of the bear-
ings obtained. A ship fitted with a direction-finder
undoubtedly has the advantages claimed by Dr. Long
over a ship not so fitted, in its ability to take bearings
upon other ships' transmitters and upon coast and
broadcasting stations. This advantage might prove
to be valuable in the case of a ship in distress which was
uncertain of its exact position.

Captain Eckersley is, perhaps rather naturally, averse
to the idea of rotating-beacon transmitters, having
regard to the already congested state of the ether. We
would point out, however, that these beacons have been
assigned a special wave-length to themselves and that,
as the results of our experiments show, they are just as
effective on continuous as on interrupted continuous
waves. The short-wave rotating-beam system has
been tried out at Inchkeith and at South Foreland, but
has not so far found much favour among mariners. The
necessity for a very special type of short-wave receiver
on the ship is a decided disadvantage of the system.

We have to thank Mr. Boyd for expressing a broad
and well-considered opinion of the whole situation
appertaining to beacons and direction-finders. As to
the power that will be required to operate a rotating
beacon on its future working wave-length of 1 040
metres, although calculations have already been made
we prefer to wait until experimental data are available
before giving an answer on this point.

In conclusion we wish to support Captain Kennedy-
Purvis's request that the authorities concerned should
give the rotating-beacon system of directional wireless
an adequate chance to prove its utility to the mariner
under all sea-going conditions.


